**Hiking: 12.9 miles of trails**

**Chambersburg Water Line Trail: 6.7 miles, easiest hiking**
Starting on the trailhead, the trail passes through the park near the swimming pool and ends at the Old Ferry Road. The trail is well-marked with white blazes and provides a scenic view of the surrounding area.

**Thaddeus Stevens Historic Trail: 2.7 miles, most difficult hiking**
This trail is more challenging and leads to a highlight of the park, the historic Thaddeus Stevens house. The trail is marked with yellow blazes and offers a glimpse into the history of the area.

**Chambersburg Water Line Trail: 3.4 miles, easiest hiking**
This trail is more scenic and leads to a highlight of the park, the historic Chambersburg Water Line. The trail is marked with white blazes and offers a scenic view of the surrounding area.

**Ramble Trail: 6.4 miles, most difficult hiking**
Starting from the trailhead, this trail is more challenging and leads to a highlight of the park, the historic Ramble Trail. The trail is marked with yellow blazes and offers a scenic view of the surrounding area.

**Three Valley Trail: 2.2 miles, most difficult hiking**
Starting from the trailhead, this trail is more challenging and leads to a highlight of the park, the historic Three Valley Trail. The trail is marked with yellow blazes and offers a scenic view of the surrounding area.

**Appalachian Trail: 0.7 miles, easiest hiking**
Starting from the trailhead, this trail is more scenic and leads to a highlight of the park, the historic Appalachian Trail. The trail is marked with white blazes and offers a scenic view of the surrounding area.

**Chinquapin Trail: 1.0 mile, easiest hiking**
Starting from the trailhead, this trail is more scenic and leads to a highlight of the park, the historic Chinquapin Trail. The trail is marked with white blazes and offers a scenic view of the surrounding area.

**Piney Run Trail: 1.6 miles, most difficult hiking**
Starting from the trailhead, this trail is more challenging and leads to a highlight of the park, the historic Piney Run Trail. The trail is marked with yellow blazes and offers a scenic view of the surrounding area.
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